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Originally,  in  2008 Areva  found  Rompas  deposit  from Ylitornio  and  later  in  2010 

Mawson Oy began geological and Quaternary geological exploration in the Rompas-

Rajapalot area and surroundings. As a part of Peräpohja schist belt, the area has mineral 

exploration potential and has interested by exploration companies in 21st century to 

present.  In  summer  2010,  Mawson Gold  Ltd.  gathered  83 hand-dug heavy mineral 

(HM) samples  consisting of  upper  till  from Ylitornio and Tervola.  Twenty of those 

samples were included in this master's thesis.

The till samples were sieved under 2 mm fraction and preconcentrated using Knelson 

MD-3 HM-separator at the University of Oulu in 2014. In 2020, the HM fraction of the 

samples  were  micropanned  and  the  final  concentrates  were  studied  by  using  a 

stereomicroscope at the University of Oulu. Focus was in identification of gold grains 

and possible indicator minerals from samples.

Results of the study left much room for speculations, since gold were found from only 9 

samples and only in small quantities. Even in the samples gathered from top of the 

known deposit  in  the  Rompas-Rajapalot  area,  quantities  were  so  low that  no  clear 

anomaly  was  detected.  In  addition,  the  approximate  morphology  of  the  Au  grains 

studied with stereomicroscope showed both angular and well rounded grains. This low 

quantity  of Au is  not  correlate  with earlier  observations,  especially  in  the Rompas-

Rajapalot area where the grab-samples from weathered bedrock have shown signicant 

amounts of gold. The reason could be heterogeneous sample materials, variable sample 

sizes and long transport distance of upper till or secondary movement caused by wave 

action during the Ancylus Lake phase. 
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Kullan esiintyminen moreenissa Rompas-Rajapalojen alueella Ylitorniolla
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Oulun Yliopisto, Oulu Mining School, Maaperägeologian tutkinto-ohjelma

Pro Gradu 2020, 62 s. 

Työn ohjaaja: Professori Pertti Sarala

Vuonna  2010  Mawson  Gold  Ltd.  aloitti  malminetsinnälliset  kallio-  ja 

maaperätutkimukset Rompas-Rajapalojen alueella Ylitorniolla tarkoituksenaan tutkia ja 

kartoittaa Arevan 2008 löytämää Au-U-esiintymää. Kesällä 2010 kerättiin yhteensä 83 

moreenin  raskasmineraalinäytettä  (RM)  käsin  kaivetuista  kuopista  Ylitorniolta  sekä 

Tervolasta.  Näytteistä  sisällytettiin  20  tämän  Pro  Gradun  tutkimuksen 

näytemateriaaliksi.  Näytteiden  alle  2  mm RM-fraktio  erotettiin  ensin  Knelson  RM-

separaattorilla,  jonka jälkeen näyte loppurikastettiin  mikrovaskaamalla.  Loppurikaste 

tutkittiin stereomikroskoopilla  ja  havainnot kirjattiin ylös.  Tutkimuksen kohteena oli 

kultarakeiden  määrän  laskeminen  ja  muodon  määrittäminen  näytteistä  sekä 

mahdollisten seuralaismineraalien havainnointi.

Tutkimuksen  tulokset  jättivät  paljon  pohdinnalle  sijaa,  sillä  ainoastaan  yhdeksästä 

näytteestä  löydettiin  kultarakeita  ja  niissäkin  kultaa  oli  vähäisissä  määrin.  Jopa 

Romppaan alueella otetuissa näytteissä,  kulta ei  esiintynyt voimakkaina anomalioina 

vaan yksittäisinä rakeina siellä täällä. Lisäksi kultarakeiden silmämääräinen morfologia 

stereomikroskoopilla  tutkittuna  osoitti,  että  sekä  pyöristyneitä  että  kulmikkaita 

kultahippuja esiintyi Romppaalla. Kullan vähäinen esiintyminen kerätyistä näytteistä ei 

vaikuttanut olevan verrattavissa alueella aiemmin tehtyihin havaintoihin, sillä erityisesti 

Rompas-Rajapalojen alueen rapautuneesta  kallioperästä  otetuista näytteistä  kultaa on 

löydetty runsaita määriä. Tämä ei kuitenkaan heijastu tehdyn tutkimuksen tuloksissa. 

Syitä tähän voivat olla näytemateriaalien heterogeenisyys, näytekoon vaihtelu, ylimmän 

moreenin  paikoin  pitkä  kuljetusmatka  ja  sekundäärinen  kultarakeiden  liikkuminen 

Ancylusjärven rantavoimien seurauksena jääkauden jälkeen.

Asiasanat: moreeni, RM-menetelmä, kulta, Veiksel,  Rompas, Peräpohja
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List of  used abbreviations

CLGC = Central Lapland granitoid complex

FE-SEM = Field emission scanning electronic microscope

G = Gravitational constant (G = 6.67259 × 10-11 Nm²/kg²) 

GTK = Geologian tutkimuskeskus/Geological survey of Finland

HM = Heavy mineral/minerals

ID = Identification number

Mz = Mean grain size

rpm = rounds per minute

SI = International system of units

μ = Permeability in electromagnetism, or micro as in micrometre

PGM = Platinum group metals

XRF = X-Ray fluorescence

Ø = clast roundness in till
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1. Introduction

Peräpohja schist belt (see Fig. 1.) resides in southern Finnish Lapland and it is part of 

Paleoproterozoic belt which formed after Archean base was rifted ~2,4 Ga in this area. 

Due to complex geology the area has been under strong interest of exploration purposes 

a long time, and lots of results and known occurrenses of different metals have been 

found.  The  Peräpohja  schist  belt  includes  areas  that  have  not  been  under  spesific 

research,  which  defines  it  as  a  potential  source  of  undetectable  ore  deposits,  since 

several occurrences have been found in late 1900's such as Kivimaa (Rouhunkoski & 

Isokangas 1975), and several indications of anomalies of precious metals in the soil and 

boulders like in Petäjävaara and Vinsa (e.g., Koivisto 1984; Rossi 1992, 1994; Sarala & 

Rossi 2006).

In 2008 Areva discovered Rompas Au-deposit from Ylitornio in Peräpohjola, northern 

Finland. In 2010 Mawson Gold Ltd. purchased exploration derpartment of Areva and 

started immediately an exploration in Tuorerommas area noticing its potential in Au 

(Vanhanen et al. 2015). Nothern part of the Peräpohja schist belt, and  its contact with 

Central  Lapland  Granitoid  complex  has  not  been  studied  in  extend,  especially 

geochemical and Quaternary studies are limited (Sarala 2005a). Fuelled by encouraging 

results  from Rompas,  in  2010 summer  an  exploration  of  Au began by using  heavy 

mineral  method to the uppermost  till  bed in  the Rompas-Rajapalot  and surrounding 

areas. An idea of this thesis came from Dr. Pertti Sarala at Fennoscandian exploration 

and mining conference in Levi,  Kittilä  2013. He was counselling this  HM-sampling 

done in the Ylitornio-Tervola area. After conversations about the subject, use of HM 

method for indicating Au in till became the key feature and interest for this thesis. The 

concentration with Knelson device was performed in 2014 at the University of Oulu. 

After few years had passed, the work on the project continued with the study on the 

theory, micropanning and microscoping.

HM method means research done on the heavy mineral fraction of till or possibly to a 

weathered bedrock. Usually, samples were taken from the basal till, and the method is 

used to find anomalies by using indicator minerals or metals such as Au, PGM, Cu and 

W for example, or possible even to locate Kimberlite pipes as a source for diamonds 
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( e.g. McClenaghan 1994, 2005; McClenaghan & Cabri 2011). HM method usually uses 

these key stages to find the substances in question: sampling, sieving, concentrating and 

separating and finally study of samples with microscopy and geochemical analysis. As 

Lundgren (2015) explained, indicator minerals are used to indicate a presence of certain 

metal or mineral, as the certain indicator minerals are commonly met with the certain 

substance. And according to McClenaghan (2011) the indicator minerals are often part 

of the heavy mineral fraction. 

Purpose of this thesis is to indicate occurrences of Au in till at Rompas-Rajapalot area 

and surrounding areas towards the west and south by using the HM method. Study is not 

focusing so much to different indicator minerals than the Au itself, as it works as the 

best indicator mineral for locating an Au anomaly or possibly a deposit. Possible other 

indicator mineral recognized are also mentioned and correlated to the Au.  Main focus 

besides the Au in till, is the till itself and how it can be correlated to known units, since 

there is no accurate mapping done in research area, some interpretations had to be done 

to draw preliminary conclusions of the types of till and Au occurrence. Most questions 

arose when the Quaternary geology of Rompas-Rajapalot area was interpreted. It seems 

that  the area might  have complex stratigraphy and glacial  deposition history due to 

glacial and post-glacial events. For further studies recommendations to improve results 

techniques are proposed.
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2. Geology of Peräpohja schist belt 

2.1 General geology in Peräpohja schist belt

Peräpohja schist belt resides in the northwestern part of Finland, next to Gulf of Bothnia 

and Tornionjokilaakso and covers over 6000 km2. Area is based mainly from southwest 

Kemi-Tornio to north Ylitornio, and to east from Tervola region to southern parts of 

Rovaniemi.  Some parts  of  the  belt  go as  far  east  as  Kemijärvi.  When the  Archean 

basement was rifted during period of ~2,44 to 1,88 Ga, it made pool for the formation of 

Peräpohja schist  belt.  Pool was then filled mainly on Paleoproterozoic Karelian and 

Svecofennian  supergroup  sediments  and  metasediments  including  some  volcanic 

intrusive rocks and  volcanic sedimentary sequences. (e.g., Perttunen 1985; Perttunen & 

Hanski 2003.)
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Fig.1. Peräpohja schist belt and the main rock (Formation) classifications ( see Table  

1) Study area marked in red rectangle. GTK 2020.

Table 1.  Main rock classifications (and Formations) in Peräpohja schist belt (GTK  

2020)

Mafic volcanic rock (Jouttiaapa and Santalampi formations)

Diabase

Quartzite (Kivalo group)

Greywacke

Granite (Central Lapland granitoid complex)

Graphite paraschist

Sericite quartzite

Mafic tuff

Dolomitic carbonate rock
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2.2 Geological units of Peräpohja schist belt

2.2.1 Kivalo group

Lower  Jatuli  group,  so  called  cratonic  stage  consists  mainly  of  coarse  grained 

conglomerates  changing  to  finer  arkose  to  siltstone  and  shale.  There  are  also 

implications,  that  in  the  beginning  of  the  sedimentation  there  was  active  mafic 

volcanism due laminae of tuffitic which is rich in chlorine and epidote. Towards the 

south of the Peräpohja schist belt resides a belt of layered intrusions and in top of them 

there resides the Sompujärvi Formation consisting of 20-40 meters thick conglomerates 

and arkose layers. Next segment towards north is the Runkaus Formation which covers 

40 to 100 meters thick bed of sediment layers and  fine grained thloeitic metalavas 

which are rich in chlorine and epidote. (Perttunen 1985)

The next  overlaying segment  is  the sedimentary Kivalo group,  bearing  thickness  of 

1000  to  1500  m.  These  white  to  pink  quartz  arenites  also  include  some  dolomite 

matrices and well-rounded quartz grains as well as some feldspar. Upper part of Kivalo 

group and its quartz arenites are more pinkish and includes thick dolomite layers with 

some  magnesite.  Magnesite  in  the  dolomite  layers  may  suggest  shallow  marine 

transgression  and  in  the  other  hand  mud-crack  shales  with  some  conglomerates  is 

showing  possible  local  regression  stages  as  well  (Perttunen  1985).  These  types  of 

conglomerates have not been found anywhere else in the Peräpohja schist belt. Some of 

the  dolomite  layers  in  Valkiavaara  have  also  stromatolitic  structures.  Kaisavaara 

Formation as its own has been related to Kivalo group. Kaisavaara Formation consists 

mainly of white quartzite including often serisite. Northern part of Kaisavaara formation 

has lots of conglomerate boulders, but without no  visible outcrops and only one drill 

hole indicating presence of it. (Perttunen & Hanski 2003)

After  Kivalo group Kyläkoski  et  al.  (2012) recognized a  new metasedimentary  unit 

called  Petäjäskoski  Formation  which  has  several  hundreds  of  meters  thickness  and 

consists mainly of phlogopitic-serisitic and albitic schists with hematite as key feature. 

Interruption  to  sedimentation  of  Kivalo  Formation  took  place  when  subaerial  lavas 

erupted  top  of  them.  This  event  gave  birth  to  the  400  to  700  m  thick  Jouttiaapa 
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formation, with singular flow thickness from 0,5 to 50 m. (Perttunen 1985.) Lavas of the 

Formation  consists  solely  of  amygdaloidal  structures  and  clear  pillow  shaped 

characteristics have not been found. There is  no evidence of interflow sediments or 

tuffites between separate beds. Lavas are in typical greenschist facies mineral group 

consisting mainly of amphiboles, albite, epidote and chlorite having grain size from fine 

to  coarser  top  to  bottom.  Only  occurence  of  difference  in  mineralogy  seems  to  be 

approximately 10 cm thick reddish and coarse-grained veins of silicates and axinite rich 

in boron. (Perttunen & Hanski 2003.)

Right above Jouttiaapa Formation lays Kvartsimaa Formation. As Finnish name 'kvartsi' 

means in English quartz, the quartz mineral is abundant and quartzite is only rock type 

in the formation bearing 50 to 100 m thickness. Quartzite is often granoblastic from 

white  to  pale  reddish orthoquartzite.  In less  pure layers  there is  some carbonites  or 

micas, and these layers often present crossbedding and wave marks. Upon Kvartsimaa 

Formation resides 100 to 300 m thick Tikanmaa Formation consisting of tuffites. From 

green to green-grey tuffites are fine grained and some layers has some cross-lamination 

implicating forming of the current layer happened underwater or shore. Some layers are 

completely homogenic and thick without no apparent structures. Magnetic susceptibility 

is  over  100 000 μ SI  in  Tikanmaa tuffites   and the  formation shows clearly  in  the 

aeromagnetic map. (Perttunen & Hanski 2003)

Poikkimaa, Hirsimaa and Rantamaa Formations are followed after Tikanmaa Formation. 

Poikkimaa Formation is not magnetic and consists mainly on dolomite with phyllitic 

layers. Hirsimaa Formation shows yet again a positive magnetic anomaly up to 400 

meters, but with no outcrops. Drillcore samples drilled to anomaly shows layered green 

mafic tuffite. Rantamaa Formation consists of dolomite with quarzite layers of quartzite 

in between. Rantamaa dolomite is small grained, yellowish to grey in colour and bear 1-

2  mm  thick  quartz  veins.  Stromatolitic  structures  can  be  found  widely  across  the 

formation from eroded surface of dolomite. (Perttunen & Hanski 2003)
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2.2.2 Paakkola group

In Paakkola group first to mention is the Martimo Formation. The Formation takes place 

above  Kvartsimaa  Formation  and  Rantamaa  Formation  from  Karelia  supergroup. 

Martimo Formation consists mainly on sequential turbiditic mica schists from 0,5 to 1 m 

in thickness. From bottom bed shows a bit coarser graywackes to top more fine grained 

and darker in colour phyllites with some sulphides. Due the metamorphosis of these 

sedimentary  beds,  mica  schists  have  also  cordierites,  andalusites  and  biotite  as 

porphyroblasts.  At  some  parts  there  is  also  layers  rich  in  carbon  and  sulphides  in 

between the mica schist, showing also electromagnetic anomalies tide to these layers. 

(Perttunen & Hanski 2003)

Paakkola group includes also Väystäjä formation, a mafic volcanic unit which has some 

dolomite and black schist  sections. With some primary structures,  the formation has 

mostly been through a rough deformation. The contact and borderlines of Väystäjä are a 

bit vague and inconclusive. In between the formation, there is also 200 m wide and over 

5 km long section of felsic porphyric rock which has not been found anywhere else in 

Peräpohja schist belt. Similar felsic rocks have been found a bit north from Väystäjä 

Formation, but which is already considered to be Central lapland granitoid complex. 

(Perttunen & Hanski 2003)

2.3 Previous research done in Kemi-Ylitornio-Tervola-Rovaniemi

Peräpohja  schist  belt,  Kemi-Ylitornio-Tervola-Rovaniemi  and  areas  between  in 

particular have been under interest in ore exploration for decades and comprehensive 

studies have been made in the area. Exploration has not been in vain hence several ore 

deposits  or  evidence  has  been  found  from  such  as  Kivimaa  and  Rompas  (e.g. 

Rouhunkoski  &  Isokangas  1974;  Ranta  et  al.  2018).  Geological  survey  of  Finland 

(GTK) has done multiple studies in Peräpohjola area in general investigating bedrock as 

well as soil and other quaternary formations including geochemistry. Regional bedrock 

studies  of  the  area  has  been  done  by  GTK  (Geological  survey  of  Finland)  (e.g., 

Perttunen 1985; Perttunen & Hanski 2003). Comprehensive study on soil in larger scale 

in some parts 1:20 000 and regional 1: 400 000  by GTK (e.g., Johansson et al. 2000; 
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Kujansuu  1981)   and  smaller  scale  (1:1  000  000)  studies  with  GTK,  Northern 

Scandinavia and Mid-Norden projects associated with geological surveys of Norway 

and Sweden (e.g., Hamborg et al. 1986a; Hamborg et al. 1986b; Neeb 1996). 

2.4 Quaternary geology of Peräpohjola

2.4.1 Quaternary geology in general

The terrain in Peräpohjola has lots of topograpichal differences from flat swampy areas 

to creeks rivers and ponds all the way to eskers and hillsides with outcrops and raised 

beaches (Sarala & Rossi 2006). This is a good example of the complexity in the terrain 

and  soil  in  postglacial  environment.  The  bedrock  is  covered  almost  entirely  by 

Quaternary sediments consisting mainly on different types of till and other glaciogenic 

material  due  the  recent  ice  age  including  postglacial  Holocene  peats  (Johansson  & 

Kujansuu 2005). Most common soil type in Finland is till and Peräpohjola region makes 

no exception. Drumlins, flutings and different types of ribbed moraines cover the higher 

ground with a sheet of lodgement till and cover moraine coating the bedrock (Sarala 

2005a). Where the topography is the lowest, the soil is mostly peat in the mire areas and 

beneath it usually is covered one more bed of lodgement till.  Larger scale the basin 

holds its drainage basin as well with the Kemijoki River which has piled the segregated 

material  from sands to  clays  beside the river  and its  creeks (Sarala  & Rossi  2006). 

Segregation of soil has also occurred right after the Weichselian ice sheet started melting 

and the water level started to rise. Deglaciation then created the ancient Ancylus Lake 

and its rocky raised beaches (Sarala & Rossi 1998).

2.4.2 Recent glacial history and stratigraphy of Peräpohjola

During the Late Pleistocene period, Scandinavia and Finland has been several occasions 

under the centre of glaciation (e.g., Lunkka 2008; Ehlers et al. 2018). Eroding ice sheet 

flows and the material  from it  created different  glacigenic deposits  and stratigraphy 

from the remnant debris of the bedrock. From this fact there are several indicators such 

as grooves and striations in the bedrock formed by flowing ice,  or so called giant's 

kettles,  where large pit  has been quarried by a boulder moving under the enormous 
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pressure of the ice sheet (Benn & Evans 1998). With the striations of recent Weichselian 

glaciers, lies older striations of different direction from past ice ages from the Early 

Weichselian and Saale,  which can be indicated by researching the different moraine 

formations such as drumlings, ribbed moraines and the terminal moraine formations by 

comparing them to the striations (Johansson & Kujansuu 2005; Sarala 2005). As we 

examine the figure 2 we can see the general direction of striations, which implicates the 

direction of ice-flow in recent glacial at our research area. 

Research area is partially in between Rovaniemi local ice lobe divide section, which left 

the Tervola-Ranua area into a more passive ice-flow lobe of the ice sheet and the latest 

ice flow direction dips towards south-east (Johansson & Kujansuu 2005). Sarala and 

Rossi (1998 & 2006) determined two different flow phases from the morphology of 

moraine units and transport direction in different size of glaciogenic debris from till to 

boulders. These can be correlated with striation data (Fig. 2) by GTK. The first ice-flow 

phase occurred most probably during the Middle Weicshelian advance phase 50 000-70 

000 years ago from north-northwest towards southeast (Fig. 2) which transported till 

long relatively long distances from 500 m up to 5 km. The younger ice-flow phase took 

place in whole Lapland during the Late Weichselian glaciation having ice-flow direction 

mostly towards the east 270-290o (Sarala 2005d). During the Late Weichselian glaciation 

it created the basal till, Rogen-, hummocky-, and minor ribbed moraines (Sarala 2005d). 

After the ice sheet melted, it deposited lots of debris as an ablation till and terminal 

moraine formations in top of the already existing formations, which created complex 

stratigraphy (Lindroos et al. 1981).

Glaciofluvial sorted sediments such as eskers are rare and cover only few percent of the 

area (Sarala & Rossi 1998). In the other hand sorted glaciofluvial and postglacial fluvial 

sorted  sediments  are  abundant  in  the  Kemijoki  River  basin.  Besides  glaciofluvial 

activity, there has been another rinsing process in the Peräpohjola area at place. In the 

retreat of the Weichselian glacier, as it melted, meltwaters formed Ancylus Lake (Fig. 3) 

to its margin and covered the  research area more than 9000 years ago, and ~2000 years 

later the salinity of Ancylus Lake rose up and it became Litorina Sea (Sarala & Rossi 

1998).  These  events  after  retreat  of  Weichselian  glacier  were then  affecting  till  and 

moraine  formations  by  rinsing  and  eroding  so  altering  their  composition  and 
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geochemistry  creating  new  different  kind  of  formations,  such  as  ancient  beach 

formations, segregated tills and sands as well as rocky grounds as in Finnish are named 

"Devil's field" (in Finnish Pirtunpelto). During this rinsing and washing the hillsides 

composition  of  covering  till  or  till  formations  have  been  altered  by  segregation  of 

heterogenous till material and it's structures as well as oxidizing and eroding minerals. 

(Sarala 2006)

Fig 2.  Striations in the Peräpohja bedrock between Kemi-Ylitornio-Rovaniemi. GTK  

2020. 
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Fig 3. Ancient shorelines and stages of postglacial Baltic sea. GTK 2015.
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2.4.3 Till stratigraphy and classification of till

In the field circumstances where only a shovel is in use the,  classification of till  or 

determine which bed of till  (I-IV) is in question,  is  quite difficult.  Kujansuu (1981) 

made a good short  guide in till  classification which leans on for example Flint  and 

Goldwaith's ( 1971a & 1971b) parallel research on the matter. Material or debris which 

is quarried and deposited by the glacier is called till, and the formations deposited of till 

are called moraine. The tills can be divided in four groups based on their formation 

position in glacier being: supraglacial in the surface of glacier, subglacial in the bottom 

of the glacier, englacial inside the ice and proglacial outside of the glacier. (Lindroos et 

al. 1981)

The debris which derives from the bedrock by the quarrying process of the glacier and 

pressures it into a bed under the glacier when it is getting released form the ice is called 

lodgement till or basal till. Other common process is the creation of melt-out tills, when 

debris gets released from the ice during deglaciation and forms layers of till. Ablation 

till and basal or lodgement till are important to recognize. Ablation till forms when the 

melting glacier releases till material as the topmost layer of till (surficial till). It is also 

important to recognize is it ablation till, or bed of deformed basal till. Usually ablation 

till has coarse glaciofluvial or fine glaciolacustric material in it as layers. Notice that 

frost or fluvial process might alter the basal till, so it seems like ablation till. Melt-out 

ablation  tills  might  be  oriented,  but  in  general,  it  might  have  no major  orientation. 

Debris in ablation till  is quite angular, and somewhat coarser compared to basal till. 

Basal till  or lodgement till  is the most bottom layer of till,  which is also divided in 

separate beds (see next chapter). Basal till is usually quite solid and oriented in some 

layers,  but  in  some  cases  it  might  be  structureless,  depending  on  the  formation 

conditions,  (see also next chapter). The rock fragments in debris are rounded and the 

roundness reflects  the length of transportation.  However  towards the bottom, it  gets 

quite local. (Lindroos et al. 1981)
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2.4.4 Stratigraphical classification of till beds in northern Finland and Peräpohjola 

region

Hirvas (1991) proposed the classification in  northern Finland for the till beds divided in 

the  stages  of  the  ice-flow  during  the  Late  Pleisctocene  glacial  phases.  There  are 

determined to be 6 different layers of till implicated with Roman numbers I-VI, which 

have formed in different stages. Definition is made by the age of the deposition from 

youngest  to  oldest.  Beneath  the surficial  till,  I-VI are  mostly basal  till,  from recent 

glaciation or previous. (Hirvas 1991) 

Surficial till is a layer which is usually the topmost layer of the till ranging from 0.3m 

up to 1.4 meters in thickness, usually being 0.5 to 1m in thickness. Origins of it are not 

certain,  but  according to  Hirvas  (1991) it  might  be basal  till  from layer  I  or  II,  or  

perhaps supraglacial which has been deposited during deglaciation or just a solifluction 

redeposited  surficial  till  deformed  by different  events  such  as  podzolization  or  and 

frosting. The material is being loosened comparing to basal till layers by frosting and 

has  only  partial  laminar  structure.  Material  is  usually  quite  fine  sandy  being  only 

slightly fissile. Being top of the groundwater, the iron content of the till has oxidized 

and coloured it rusty, which gives the surficial till the brown colour, differing towards 

grey-brown on the bottom. (Hirvas 1991; Johansson & Kujansuu 2005)

Till bed I is bit thicker layer of till beneath the surficial till averaging 1.3 m in thickness 

and is the youngest bed (excluding surficial till layer) of the 6 determined till beds. Only 

locally  occurring bed may have been deposited in  process  of oscillation in  front of 

glacier  or  local  lobes.  In  research made 1972-1977 by GTK the till  bed I  occurred 

mostly in northern and eastern Lapland. Compared to surficial till layer, bed I is much 

more dence having bigger clasts in it. Most of the samples, where till bed I was found, 

were in northern and eastern Lapland. (Hirvas 1991)

Till bed II is a layer of basal till, which can be found all around Lapland, being the top 

most till bed, except cases where till bed I is found. Thickness of till bed II varies a lot  

from 0.3 m up to more than 10 metres. Usually, the bed is thinner in central Lapland due 

the ice divide zone and the thickest in northern and southern Lapland. Colour of the till 
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is brown or brownish grey in the ize divide zone in Central Lapland, but in northern and 

southern Lapland colour is grey. Colour depends of the oxidation level of the iron and 

the groundwater levels, some cases same till bed had brown colour, and deeper same 

bed  was  original  grey  coloured.  Retaining  of  the  bedrock's  own  or  redeposited 

sediments colour is also visible for instance in Kittilä, where greenstone belt makes the 

till green as well as the till from the weathered bedrock has different colours varying a 

lot.  Mainly distinctly fissile lamellic in structure, the till bed II also occurs as massive, 

banded or layered. The bed II is much more compact than bed I or surficial till. Mean 

grain size (Mz) in the till bed II at southern Lapland is around 0.16 mm with 0.4-10.1% 

clay content, which makes it fine sandy till, with compactness number of 2.99 which is 

bit less than northern Lapland but more than in ice divide zone and clast roundness Ø > 

20 mm = 2.98 which is higher than in ice divide zone or in northern Lapland. (Hirvas 

1991)

According to Hirvas (1991), large portion of the till bed II was deposited during the 

deglaciation,  what  is  corroborated  by  during  deglaciation  deposited  hummocky 

moraines in Enontekiö and Kemijärvi which are overlain by the till bed III, which are 

then  derived by previous  glaciation.  In  the  till  bed  II,  there  might  be  two or  more 

different layers of same bed (II) with different properties or fabric. This is an indication 

that the lower layer of bed II was deposited during glaciation, and upper layer during the 

deglaciation, but it is still possible, that layers have formed during same stage but just in 

different time or orientation. (Hirvas 1991) 

Older  layers  such  as  bluish  grey  till  bed  III  occurs  mainly  on  central  and  eastern 

Lapland. Thickness of the bed III was reported to be reached from 0.5m more than 6m. 

This bed does not occur as widely as the bed II, which was in many occasions found as 

the first layer covering the bedrock. The stucture of bed III is usually massive or fissile 

having lamellae up to 5 cm. Being yet again more compact (3.32) than previous bed, the 

mean grain size (Mz) is 0.14 mm with 3.5% of clay content. Till bed IV and older are 

reported scarcely around mostly northern and eastern Lapland. Usually very compact, 

diamictic tills are found greyish or brownish, and mineral grains were oxidised. The 

structure is typically massive having or fissile layers in places and the mean grainsize  is 

0,14mm and the mean clay content is around 4 %. (Hirvas 1991)
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Since the study made by Hirvas (1991) did not include the whole Peräpohjola area, in 

and close to the research area, Sarala(2005d) created a correlation between different till 

beds  from previous  Hirvas  (1991)  and  other  authors  (e.g.,  Korpela  1969;  Aario  & 

Forström 1970; Mäkinen 1979; Sutinen 1992). Till beds II, III and IV are represented in 

or near research area. The till bed IV which is represented as the Saarenkylä till, being 

diamictic  lodgement  till  this  old  Saalian  glaciation  is  the  bottommost  unit.  After 

previous unit resides from Eemian interstadial possibly to early Wheicselian interstadial 

formed as the Saarenkylä Gytja which Sutinen (1992) interpretated to be lacustrine or 

marine  deposit.  Chronologically  next  in  stratigraphy  is  a  bluish  grey  Kemijoki  till, 

which deposited during the first Weichselian glaciation, is also lodgement till and can be 

correlated to the till the bed III. Next in order is Sihtuuna sands which places in the 

Middle Weichsel interstadial. Then comes the Late Weichselian glaciation based on the 

Tervola till formation, which includes Vammavaara, Petäjävaara and Korttelivaara Till 

Members. Those are correlated with the till beds S (surficial), I and II in Hirvas (1991) 

stratigraphy.  The  Vammavaara  member  is  diamic  interpreted  to  be  grey  sandy 

lodgementtill  correlated  to  the  till  bed II/I.  Brownish grey  to  grey  gravelly  diamict 

named as the Petäjävaara till member is also correlated as the till bed I or II and the last 

Korttelivaara  till  presents  surficial  till  layer  with  brownish  grey  colour  being  sandy 

diamict. Last unit is the Suolijoki formation, which have washed moraine ridges of he 

Korttelivaara till  member  by Ancylus  Lake and Litorina  Sea stages  and left  it  with 

stratified sands and gravels formatting the Suolijoki shore deposit. (Sarala 2005d)

2.4.5 Research area and surrounding till and moraine formations

Heavy mineral sampling and reserach weres done in  the area of Peräpohja schist belt, 

focused on the Rompas and Rajapalot and the surrounding area.. In Figure 4, it is shown 

how the sample sites correlate to the bedrock beneath. There has been no comprehensive 

research of the Quaternary geology of research area, except interpretation of surficial 

geology done by Dr.  Sarala  (2014) from the Rumajärvi area.  Typical morphological 

formations of the area are the same than in larger scale of Peräpohjola consisting of 

different moraine ridges such as ribbed and minor ribbed moraines and areas of shallow 

till. Most typical till in unit based on the stratigraphy presenterd by Sarala (2015) in the 
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surface is most likely the Tervola till  which has oxidized brownish grey appearance. 

Based on GTK's map and info Maankamara service (www.maankamara.fi), the soil type 

is  usually  pointed  to  be  as  mixed  soil  type  with  explanation,  that  the  soil  type  is 

undetermined. Therefore it is safest to assume, that the covering till unit is most likely 

type of the Tervola till (Sarala 2005d). As shown in figure 5 there are also possible flow 

channels of different kind, subglacial and ice-margin which we can determine from Dr. 

Sarala's interpretations (2014).  These kind of glaciofluvial, and possibly post-glacial 

fluvial or ice lake conditions are affecting the till in the upper parts, by transporting of 

the till in glaciofluvial system and washing related to post-glacial ice lake environment 

(Sarala & Rossi 1998, 2006). 
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Fig. 4. Data entry points from the study with bedrock in background. (For lithology,  

see table 1.) GTK 2020.
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Fig. 5. Interpretations of the Quaternary formations in LIDAR-map from Rumajärvi-

Rajapalot  area  and surroundings  from research report  of  the  Rumajärvi  boulder  

field. (Sarala 2014)

2.4.6 Ribbed moraine types

In the southern parts of the research area, one of the adundant and interesting common 

types  of  glacial  formations  are  the  ribbed  moraine  ridges  which  are  divided  in  to 

following Rogen moraine, hummocky- and minor ribbed moraines.  (Hättestrand 1997; 

Sarala  2003) Ribbed moraines  represent  the  wave type  landfroms transversal  to  the 

latest the ice flow direction (cf., Aario 1977; Hättestrand 1997; Sarala 2003 & 2006). 

The glacial transport distance in the case of ribbed moraine type ridges are known to be 

quite due the formation process of ribbed moraines and the lithology of surface boulders 

are comparable to the bedrock beneath (e.g., Sarala & Rossi 1998; Sarala 2003). These 

hummocky ribbed moraines have length from 100 m up to 500 m with 50 m to 100 m 

width and height from 2 m up to 10 m and include four different till units indicating 

different transportation distance. The lowest unit's 1 and 2 are fine in grain size from 

clay  to  sandy,  mostly  massive  in  structure  with  rounded  rocks  indicating  long 

transportation distance. Unit 3 is a bit coarser with a 3-5 mm grain size matrix, large 
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boulders  and  sandy  layers  in  between.  Angular  pebbles  and  rocks  with  similar 

composition to nearby bedrock indicates the locality of the till unit. The top most till 

unit  4 varies in structure and composition being homogenous with sorted sediments 

layered and large rounded (or angular) boulders in top of it. (Sarala 2005c)

Furthermore an interesting feature resides in the Sihtuuna-Kivimaa area 10 km north-

west from the Tervola municipal centre, where a bit smaller, 100-300m in lenght, 10-50 

in width and 2-5 m in height minor ribbed moraines occure, which Aario et al. (1997) 

named  Sihtuuna  moraine  after  the  research  area  in  question.  These  ridges  and 

hummocks, oriented perenpdicular to ice-flow direction have peatland in between them. 

Common characteristic of the Sihtuuna moraine are the large boulders in top of the 

ridges. (Aario et al. 1997)
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Fig. 6. Geochemical sampling sites studied by Lehmuspelto and Pohjola (2010)

2.5 Geochemical research  and analysis of the till in Peräpohjola

Public till geochemical data in the research area is scarce. In between 1982-1994 GTK 

performed a wide regional till geochemical sampling programme by taking one sample 

per 4 km2  (Salminen et al. 1995). Preceeding previous, there was also the Atlas mapping 

which was also made by GTK. In Atlas mapping, the samples were taken even more 

scarce,  1/300  km2 which  was  only  meant  to  give  general  information  about  the 
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elemental  composition  of  till  in  Finland.  Naturally,  these  studies  included  the 

Peräpohjola area, but for example in Salminen et al. (1995) the geochemical maps of Au 

are  missing  from  parts  of  Peräpohjola  including  some  parts  of  our  research  area. 

However some data is visible in Geochemical atlas part 2 (Koljonen et al. 1992) where 

the sampling grid even sparser. In the Nordkalott project the northern parts of Norway, 

Sweden and Finland were researched including geochemical sampling, with more than 

7000 samples were taken and maps produced in scale 1: 1 000 000 (Bölviken et al. 

1986).

In the regional and most accurate mapping ( Salminen 1995) samples were taken by 

drill  such as  Atlas Cobco Cobra with percusion (flow-through bit)  sampler,  and the 

samples were composed of 3-5 different partial samples all together weighting ~300-

400 g in total. For example in gold analysis, it was necessary to compile the samples to 

get enough material for the analysis. (Salminen 1995). Tha sample size is quite small for 

the  geochemical  analysis,  for  example,  on  the  heavy  mineral  exploration  (cf. 

McClenaghan  1994). Samples were taken from to bottom layer of till preferably under 

the groundwater table with mean depth of 1,5-2 m. (Salminen 1995)

Report published by Lehmuspelto and Pohjola (2010) investigates the geochemical data 

of the contact zone of the central Lapland granitoid complex and Peräpohja belt based 

on the previous researches, which partially covers research area of this thesis too. As 

shown in Fig. 6, the sampling does not cover mapsheet 2633 from our research area. 

The  southern  parts  of  Sinettä  and  Meltosjärvi  metallogenic  mapsheet  shows  risen 

concentrations Au, Cu and Te, especially in the samples taken from till in the Peräpohja 

belt.  Commonly Te and W are known to be indicator  metals  in  Au-exploration and 

elevated concentrtions of Te can be found from Peräpohja belt tills, although not from 

the same sample pits as elevated Au anomalies. Tungsten concentrations are relatively 

low everywhere in this geochemical research excluding Törmäsjärvi mapsheet, where 

there are some small anomalies and also the old Kivimaa gold mine, which is affecting 

the results as elevated gold anomalies. (Lehmuskallio & Pohjola 2010)
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More detailed  mapping is  also done by GTK from different  till  formations  such as 

ribbed moraine ridges and certain areas of interest such as the Petäjävaara-Vammavaara 

in Peräpohjola south from our research area(e.g. Sarala 1995; Sarala 2005b; Sarala & 

Rossi 1998 ; Sarala & Rossi 2000). 

2.6 Known anomalies and occurrences of Au in Peräpohja Belt

Known gold occurrences in the Peräpohja belt have been found, for example,  from 

Petäjävaara,  Kivimaa  and  Rompas-Rajapalot  area.  In  1982-1983,  soil  geochemical 

sampling done by GTK revealed Co-Cu-Au anomalies in the Petäjävaara area which 

rendered further studies on the area (Koivisto 1984). Interesting anomalies in till and 

boulder findings strengthtened the effort for drilling in near area, but the source of the 

anomaly in the bedrock was not located (Rossi 1992, 1994)

In  Sivakkajoki,  Tervola  resides  the  Kivimaa  Cu-Au  deposit  which  Outokumpu  Oy 

mined in late 1960's (Rouhunkoski & Isokangas 1974). In the figure 7, we can see the 

old Outokumpu Oy Copper-Gold mine and the local geology. The bedrock of Kivimaa 

area  is  mainly  composed  of  differentiated  gabbro-wehrlite  series  diabase  with  layer 

following  unique  characteristics.  In  three  separate  layers  there  is  hornblendite, 

metadiabase and magnetic gabbro (Rossi 1993).  The Cu-Au rich vein resides  in the 

northern part of the area. According to mineral deposit report of Kivimaa (GTK 2020) 

Outokumpu drilled the vein and measured the resources being 5000 t of 5.3 ppm (5.3 

grams per ton) of Au and 1.8 % of Cu. 

Currently the largest gold occurrense, the Rompas-Rajapalot Au-Co deposit resides in 

the northern part of Peräpohja schist belt next to central Lapland granitoid complex. In 

2008 discovered gold occurrence is  very promising prospect covering over 100km2.. 

Mafic  volcanic  rocks  with  sedimentary  units  formed  the  bedrock  and  it  is  highly 

deformed and there are differences also in host rock comparing Rompas to Rajapalot 

(Ranta 2018b). Occurrense of gold in Rompas was found on a 6km long and ~200 m 

wide ridge trending NW called the Rompas trend (see Vanhanen et al.  2015). Ridge 

consists mainly on ambhibolite-
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Fig. 7. Kivimaa Cu-Au deposit in Sivakkajoki, Tervola. (Perttunen 2002)

facies mafic rocks (Vanhanen et al. 2015). Rajapalot is located east from Rompas by 

only few kilometers. Bedrock of the area has not been thoroughly mapped due to glacial 

sedimentary cover which leave only a few outcrops open. Outcrops reveal calcsilicate-

albite  rocks,  quartzites,  mafic-  metavolcanic  and intrusive rocks,  and the  drill  cores 

show besides previous rocktypes some cordierite-orthoamphibole rocks and bituminous 

sedimentary rocks (eg., Ranta et al. 2015, 2017, 2018). 
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Fig. 8. Geology of Rompas prospect.

 According to official Mawson Gold Ltd. website and annoucements currently Rompas-

Rajapalot Au-Co ore prospect was estimated to constrain Inferred Mineral Resource to 

be 9 million tons of 2.1 g/t Au and 570ppm of Co. 
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3. Heavy mineral method in Au exploration and research

3.1 Heavy mineral method

Heavy mineral (HM) method is an application for exploration and geochemistry, which 

studies the heavy fraction of soil being usually till. HM method has been used a long 

time in sense that panning of gold has long tradition, but the scientific use of study the 

HM fraction itself started later. Directional guidelines in the exploration purposes and 

use of the HM method on till   has also been published by several authors,  such as 

Peuraniemi (1981), McClenaghan (1994 & 2005), Lehtonen et al. (2010), Huhta et al. 

(2012). Idea of the method is to separate the heavy fraction of the till and analyse it for 

different minerals or metals, which then represents bedrock of the area where the sample 

is taken. Method is very useful specially in soil or till covered areas.

It is mentioned many that the sample size that should be 5 l (Lundgren 2015) to 10 litres 

(Peuraniemi 1981), or 10-20 kg (McClenaghan 1994). In regional exploration sample is 

to be taken from the C-horizon of the soil and preferably from basal till from 0,5 to 1m 

deep (Peuraniemi  1982,  Benn 2009).  In  typical  podsol  soil  there  are  three different 

layers which are A = Leeching horizon, B = enrichment horizon and C the unaltered till 

(Koljonen et  al.  1992).  In  the case where basal  till  is  not to  found from surface,  a 

drilling method is used, but this is much more expensive and for greenfield exploration 

that might not  be preferred.  In more detailed exploration,  it  is  preferred to take the 

sample from till just above the bedrock surface, basically meaning that sample is taken 

from the basal, lodgement till (Benn 2009). This kind of samples have to be usually 

taken  by  an  excavator  or  drilling  core  samples  of  the  till  in  normal  postglacial 

conditions,  if  the  lodgement  till  is  not  accessible  by  shovel.  Understanding  of  the 

stratigraphy  of  the  soil  is  important  in  sampling,  and  if  there  are  several  beds  of 

glaciogenic  material  it  should  be  taken under  consideration  when the  samples  were 

recovered.  According  to  Benn  (2009)  glaciofluvial  such  as  esker  deposits  are  not 

recommended for sampling, since the material can come from too far away for local 

exploration purposes. Greenfield exploration cicurmstances, the samples are taken from 

the top layer, or lower if it is possible, then it is important to know what sort of till the 

layer represents and where the material is from. In more comprehensive research, every 
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layer of till is to be recognized and sampled separately to get thorough result of the 

geochemistry and tailings of  possible ore formation (Benn 2009).

Sample grid is usually been drawn in the planning phase of the exploration as in any 

reserach. In regional exploration, it is possible to crudely find anomalies in grid between 

10-100 km per sampling site (e.g. McClenaghan 1994). In local research, usually 1 km 

grid is used per sampling site, which makes it much more propable to find Au, or other 

heavy mineral enrichment or tailing in till bed and to border the anomaly (Benn 2009). 

Basically the grid might be even more dense, then the results would be naturally more 

accurate. 

Then the heavy minerals of the samples are to be concentrated via different possible 

concentrating methods being sieving, gravity and centrifugal force depending on the 

researched substance (Lundgren 2015). Devices such as spiral concentrator, panning, 

shaking  table,  and  Knelson's  device  are  used  for  concentrating  gold  (McClenaghan 

2011).  Knelson's  device  was  used  in  this  research  for  concentration  method. 

Concentrator works with water-flow centrifugal force gathering the heaviest minerals 

from the sample material in to a cone which can be then cleaned in to a  sample a jar 

with specific tool attached to the device itself (KC-MD3 User manual 2003). After the 

first concentration, the material is still to be enriched by using different methods like 

micropanning or heavy liquid separation. Stages such as separating the magnetic content 

are used, but not in every case. All and all concentration and different stages of it differ, 

and it can be done various ways (e.g. McClenaghan 1994; McClenagan 2011). 

For this research, the use of HM method is explained step by step on the following 

chapter. When HM-method is used it usually varies by interest of research, for instance 

in  this  research,  concentration  is  quite  simple  and  has  not  too  many  stages.  Basic 

principle of sampling depth, material and size with the concentration methods are quite 

similar when the results are being studied, albeit chance of human error increases with 

methods used by bare hands like micropanning. In Table 2 (next page) is the flow sheet 

of HM method used in research of indicator minerals having the same principles, but 

more different and intricate stages of processing the samples.
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Table 2. McClenaghan's (2011) process model for the HM samples in its different  

stages from top to bottom in recovering of indicator minerals

3.2 Methods used in this research

The research for this thesis is part of wider more than 80 samples HM-research started 

by Mawson Gold Ltd. in summer 2010. All of the samples were taken in 2010 from 

Peräpohja area, and 20 of them were chosen to this masters thesis and they represent 

much  of  the  whole  original  coverage  of  samples.  In  2014  the  HM-samples  were 
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measured in weight and preconcentrated with Knelson's decvice by yours truly.  In this 

year 2020 the final concentration of the picked 20 samples took place at University of 

Oulu, by micropanning and with help of stereomicroscope Au-nuggets were counted 

and general mineralogy of HM-concentrates was inspected. 

3.2.1 Sampling

When doing till  samples, it  is preferable to take the sample from basal till  or cover 

moraine, being the most close to bedrock as possible. Sometimes basal till layers are too 

deep to reach with lightweight sampling such as by only shovel, so it is preferred to dig 

at least 1 meter deep to the soil to reach the C horizon. Shown in figure 9, layers of 

typical podzolized soil in Finland are easy to recognize even if the till layer is oxidized, 

the enrichment  horizon B is  much more dark red than unaltered till  (C)  even if  its 

oxidized below it. On the other hand there might be a little or almost no basal till what 

so ever, in this case it is preferred  to change the sampling site. Changing the sampling 

site is also acceptable when the till is too rocky to dig through. When samples of this 

exploration project were taken, some of the samples were dug straight from eroded 

bedrock surface which is not preferred becausedue to high contrast comparing to the till 

samples. In sampling phase depth of gathered samples varied from 0.5 to 1 meter deep.
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Fig. 9. Typical podzol profile in Finnish soil. A0 = Organic litter and humus layer, A =  

Leached horizon, B = Enrichment horizon and C = Unaltered till.  (Koljonen et al.  

1992)

When the digging of the pit was done and there was enough loose till from the bottom 

of the pit, it was recovered in to a bucket of 5 litres in volume, sieved with 1 cm sieve  

and then it was poured in to a large plastic bag. At this time also smaller 1 kg till was 

also collected for geochemical analysis. Coordinates from the sample site was noted 
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with GPS-device and sample ID. After sampling, the hole was filled and possible moss 

was set back in top of the site. Some of the samples were taken from easier places such 

as road cuts, fresh trenches or already excavated for land use pits. However, all of the 

sample's size vary,  hence there were many samples that weigh only 6 kg and some more 

than 8.5 kg. After every sample was dug, gathered, bagged, tagged, coordinated all of 

the tools and equipment used for digging and sampling needed to be clensed properly 

with accessible water, or segregated soil (sand) outside the sample pit to avoid cross 

contamination of samples.

Fig. 10. HM sampling. Digging 0.5 to 1 m deep hole on the till to recover sample. As  

seems, sometimes there are lot's of large rocks and digging is not too easy. (Kangas 

2013)

3.2.2 Wet sieving under 2mm fraction

Knelson  separation  and  the  methods  are  used  in  this  instance  only  to  serve  the 

exploration  of  gold,  and can  be  done  alternative  ways  when  doing  more  extensive 

research of the till etc. samples. When starting the sample enriching process a purifying 

cleaning had to be done to make sure there is no cross contamination of samples or 

external sources, floors, buckets, sieves, desks, and all parts of the Knelson device. Also 
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the  use of  gold rings  is  prohibited for  the  same reason.  Before the  use  of  Knelson 

separator the till  samples had to be prepared. At first  approximately 5 l sample was 

scaled and measured the weight in kilograms. 

In next phase the sample was sieved under 2 mm size fraction which the separator (KC-

MD3) can handle. Sieving was done by placing the sieve in top of a large and deep 

enough bucket. Then the sample was poured in to a 2 mm sieve and was washed with 

pressurized water so, that over 2 mm fractions didn't get through the sieve and the water 

cleaned the mud or possible pieces of heavy minerals from it. If the sample was really 

muddy or dirty, it was advisable to notice that the bucket could fill up with water, and 

needed to be emptied carefully without spilling the sample so it would not flood. Also in 

this part of the process ,a precise caution has been focused to the pressurized water to 

avoid splash of the sample material all over the laboratory. When the sieving was done, 

over 2 mm size fraction then needed a quick look of the contents and composition so 

that there aren't any bigger nuggets of gold slipping under the radar and in this case the 

rest of the sample was thrown to waste pile.

Fig. 11. The Knelson MD-3 Consentrator and left side of it the black power converter. 

(photo by: M. Seitsaari 2020)
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3.2.3 Heavy mineral concentration with the Knelson device

After the sample is prepared for under 2 mm size fraction, the use of Knelson separator 

is at hand. Before the separation was started, the separator had to be adjusted to the 

specific settings including the water feed in to 3.5 l per minute and cone rotation speed 

to 60 G as in 1455 rpm by adjusting the device properly. These standard settings are the 

same used by Knelson research and technology center (KC-MD3 user manual 2003). 

After adjusting, it was recommended to run one blank, so called cleaning sample which 

in this case was just pure sand from 0.2 to 2mm grain size. After blank cleaning sample, 

the device with all of its parts were washed, using pressurized water and clean brushes 

so that the device and the separator cone was completely clean of any minerals or soil. 

This procedure was repeated once in approximately 10 samples that went through the 

Knelson device. When the cleansing was done, next step was assembling the device 

back together, opening the water feed and starting up the device and of course checking 

what every parameter is correct, water pressure and rotation rounds per minute.

Then the sample was slowly poured into the feeding funnel, by helping the soil to flow 

from  the  bucket  with  a  sprinkler  hose  attached  to  the  device.  Feed  funnel  of  the 

separator is quite thin, so extra caution had to be exersised when pouring so the funnel  

would not flood over. In some cases, excess organic peat or moss got stuck in to the feed 

funnel and disrupted the soil feeding process and caused some problems. Mentioned 

cases  (2-3  samples)  were  noted  in  the  whole  research  (of  83  samples)  because  the 

samples may have not been perfect but only one is part of this research. When every 

drop of the bucket was cleaned out and poured in to the funnel and it  emptied the 

procedure was complete. Water feed was then to be closed and after that the device also 

to be turned off. The feeding funnel and cone locking ring was to be removed and the 

cone was ready to be cleaned in to a small 200 ml plastic sample jar (see Fig. 12). 

Cleaning the cone from the enriched sample was done by spraying water inside the cone 

and cleaning it from all particles as precise as possible. In some cases, few particles got 

stuck in to the cone and was unrecoverable to the sample, but usually those were dark 

siliceous or oxidized iron particles and not the gold grains what the whole research was 

after. As it can be determined from figure 12, the Knelson concentrtor leaves more than 

50% of the lighter silicates among the heavy mineral concentrate. Colour of the samples 
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in jars resembles pretty much the same as the original till,  though somewhat darker 

hence the Fe-rich dark material is more abundant.

Fig. 12. Till samples concentrated by the Knelson concentrator in 200 ml plastic jars.  

Colour variation is visible indicator of rough mineral variation. For example high Fe  

content and oxidation level of original samples is seen as black colour in the sample  

jars. Picture: Kangas. P., 2020.

3.2.4 Final concenctration using micropanning method

Before panning, the preparation of used equipment was the first in line. Wet sieving to 

0.5 mm fraction with sieve and plate to catch the rest of sample. Bottle of soapy water 

was  to  be  prepared  as  well  for  removing  surface  tension  in  different  stages  of  the 

process.  For the panning water, wide 40 cm in diameter and 20 cm deep plastic pail was 

filled with water. Then the sample was poured with assist of water bottle with a straw to 

empty the container on to a 0.5 mm fraction size sieve, which was placed on to a plate 
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to gather all under 0.5 mm fraction. This process was done over the wide water filled 

pail to gather the sample if something goes wrong. Then with some water the sample 

was washed through the sieve. At this point, the sieve which had collected all bigger 

than  0.5mm  fraction  was  carefully  inspected  to  count  possible  gold  or  other 

recognizable minerals of interest and laid aside.

Fig. 13. Micropanning the Knelson concentrate. Picture taken during panning, testing  

and practice without 0.5mm wetsieving, including dark Fe content, some bigger 0.5 -  

2.0 mm   reddish to pale siliceous grains visible. (Kangas 2020)

Under the 0.5 mm size fraction is now to be micropanned ( Fig. 13) with in this case a  

blue plastic plate with very smooth surface so the small fraction does not get stuck in 

any cracks  or  microcrevasses  of  the  plate.  Plate  is  usually  blue  or  black  for  easier 
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detection of the gold microscopying or imaging. Under 0.5 size mm fraction was then 

poured to the panning plate and slowly with slightly soaped water micropanning itself 

could start in top of the wide pail. With careful movements partially under water the pan 

is rotated and shaked to gather heavier minerals to the bottom corner of the pan. Then 

with slow careful movements the silicates are washed away. It is important to keep in 

eye that the very small Au microgains  might get also washed away if the panning is 

done too harshly. When most of the silicates were washed away, then some of the excess 

lighter Fe content were in turn. When microscoped the sample too big amount of Fe 

minerals  can  easily  hide  and  bury  small  gold  grains  under  it.  However  by  even 

micropanning method, it is almost impossible to remove all Fe minerals without losing 

other heavier minerals. After removing enough of the siliceous material and the excess 

of Fe-rich magnetite-hematite, only the heaviest grains were left such as Au, platinum 

group minerals  (PGM),  some Fe minerals,  scheelite,  garnets  and some other  heavy 

minerals. 

In this research, during this step, the laboratory where micropanning was done, did not 

enough space to place for microscope in the same room. The enriched concentrate had 

to be carried to other room in next floor. Movement caused the heavy minerals to form 

wavelike patterns under water on the pan which was not optimal for the microscope 

work ( see Fig. 14). During this waving of the sample, some of the Au grains might have 

changed their place and partly buried in the pan. However in general when sample is 

completely studied, this should not be a bigger problem. 

3.2.5 Research of the sample by microscoping and gold grain counting

After micropanninn, the pan is to be set under well-luminated stereomicroscope with 

enough space so study and count necessary heavy minerals.  With a help of small non-

magnetic needle attached to a pen, it was possible to move small particles around during 

the study. Then all the Au grains were to be counted for and measured in size. From 

every Au grain it was also necessary to inspect the size, form of the grain and possibly 

take a photo of it. In the case of several Au grains, picking into separate container is 

needed for further analysis. At this stage it was also possible to identify the general 

mineral composition, at least for the recognizable minerals such as magnetite (Fe3O4), 
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hematite (Fe2O3), pyrite (FeS2) (if weathered, harder to recognize), different siliceous 

minerals  such  as  tourmaline  and  other  possible  indicator  minerals  (e.g.  scheelite 

CaWO4) (McClenaghan 2005). Oxidation of the till is affecting the microscopy phase 

and several minerals might get unrecognizable when oxidized (for example pyrite which 

changes to goethite). During the microscope work it is good to collect Au and some 

interest mineral grains for further mineralogical research if there for example  scanning 

electronic microscope (SEM) available or specific mineral identification analyse such as 

field emission scanning electornic microscope (FE-SEM) or mineral liberation analyser 

(MLA) to study morphology of the grains in detail. In this research, however, it has not 

been done. After the research, the pan was cleaned an all the sample material was placed 

back to the original sample jar. 

Fig. 14. Microscoping the enriched HM concentrate of till sample. Wavelike patterns 

on  the  pan  emerged  when  sample  was  transported  from  laboratory  to  microscope.  

(Photo: Kangas, P. 2020.)
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3.3  Results  of  investigation,  mineral  composition,Au  occurence  and 
morphology

Research  included  20  HM samples  from the  Peräpohja  schist  belt  and  the  Central 

Lapland  granitoid  complex  contact  zone  in  Ylitornio  and  north  from  Tervola 

municipality  centre  (Fig.  17).  In  the  south,  the  sampling  area  was  bordered  to 

Mustamaa,  in  east  to  Rajapalot  area  and  in  the  northwest  near  Pakisvaara  next  to 

Lohijärvi. One of the samples included into this research did not have proper sample ID 

and therefore cannot be linked into any coordinates on the dataset. As mentioned in 

Chapter 3.2.1 the weight of  samples vary up to 2.5 kg. The lightest sample is 6.29 kg 

and heaviest weights 8.74 kg (see Table 3.) Material in the HM concentrates also differ 

in till morphology, oxidation level, mineralogy and composition. Figure 16 points nicely 

out the colour difference in concentrates which at the same time indicate approximate 

Fe-content. Some of the samples are darker having more Fe-rich content than others, 

and some have more reddish oxidized colour than others. Sample number 221258 was 

not successful in Knelson preconcentration phase due technical malfunction. 
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Table  3.  Indication  of  location,  sample  weight  in  kg,  colour  of  the  samples  and  

approximate Fe-content from concentrates (dark to black minerals). * = are rounded  

to 0.5 kg accuracy.

Colour of the samples varies from basic grey to brownish grey and all the way in to 

reddish brown. In table 3, there is also mentioned approximated Fe-content, meaning the 

amount of dark to black minerals in the preconcentrates. During the final concentration 

most of siliceous material and some of the Fe-rich minerals were also washed away. 

Most of the studied samples were taken from the Tuorerommas and Rajapalot area and 

west  from it.  From Mustamaa there  are  only  one sample  with  coordinates  and one 

sample with only "Mustamaa" written in the sample pack but no sample ID to verify 

that. Eastern samples were taken from Rajapalot and surrounding area. In the western 

front the samples were from Kuusivuoma, from the Mellakoski area and most western 

samples from near Pakisvaara and Lohijärvi.
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From 20 samples that were studied, only 9 of them included Au grains, and from those 9 

samples, only 2 samples had two Au grains and the rest had only 1 Au grain. Size of the 

Au grains varied from 5 up to 50 μm. Some of the grains were photographed as well, 

but due insufficient camera system attached to the only stereomicroscope available it 

was not possible to take photos from all of them. Results are shown in Table 4, which 

tells us the number of Au grains, grain size, general morphology and notes described by 

looking through stereomicroscope. 

According to McClenaghan and Cabri (2011) in glacial transportation Au tends to enrich 

in to tills fine < 0.063 mm fraction. In this case that is evident, since every Au grain was 

smaller than that. Au grains found from the samples 213781, 221206 and 220902 are the 

size  of  0.005  mm  (5  μm).  The  amount,  size  and  morphology  tell  us  clues  about 

transportation  and  source  of  Au  grains  in  bedrock  (Averill  2001).  Interpretation  of 

morphology leaves with some question, but generally all grains were flat, and seemed 

like in in all of the cases shapes seemed quite angular, due small size no photos were 

taken. The Au grains with 10 μm size were found from samples "Mustamaa", 220878, 

207544 and 221175.  In "Mustamaa"  sample both 10 and 20 μm and in  the  sample 

207544  grains  were  clearly  well-rounded.  Also  the  biggest  grain  found  in  sample 

207779 was well-rounded and egg-shaped in form. In the samples  220878,  221175, 

207419,  Au grains were more angular and sharper.
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Fig. 15. Au-nugget from sample ID 220878. Angular and flat Au grain (yellow) in the  

middle. Bad quality of photo does not serve it well. Darker grains consist of magnetite  

and hematite. Right most the tip of a needle, which is approximately 10 μm in diameter.  

(Photo by Kangas 2020.)

Please  note  that  in  Table  4  sample  221258  is  marked  red,  due  unsuccessful 

preconcentration  which  affected  the  composition  of  final  concentration.  In  that 

particular sample, it was found one white metallic grain, possibly being PGM grain or 

peace of industrial steel from sampling equipment (personal communication with Dr. 

Pekka Tuisku, 2020). The white metallic grain did not seem the be magnetic. Further 

investigation on current grain was not performed, thus not verified to be PGM.  Notice 

also, that in the table 4 the uncoordinated "Mustamaa" is listed and has no sample ID.
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Table 4.  Sample ID, number of Au grains and size, approximate morphology and  

notes. Orange = no coordinates, Red= unsuccesful preconcentration.

The general approximate mineralogy of the final concentrates is found from Table 4. 

During the final concentration, the magnetic Fe-rich components were not moved, so 

the microscopic image of samples were abundant in different Fe-rich heavy minerals 

such as magnetite and hematite. Possibly also ilmenite, but it was not counted for. In the 

most cases, magnetite was abundant and when normal steel needle was tested, it filled 

with magnetite and could not be used.  With non-magnetic needle it  was possible to 

move the grains of concentrate around. Hematite was also abundant almost in every 

sample, due to oxidation was not always perhaps recognized. The Table 3 features the 

colour of the preconcentrated sample and rough approximate estimation of amount of 

dark or black Fe-rich material is in each sample percentually. For example in sample 

213781 has reddish brown colour, and has approximately 50% of it dark to black Fe-

rich particles. In figure 16 it is visible for an eye to see the differences in colours. Where 

the sample 220825 is brownish grey, the sample 207442 is reddish brown, and sample 
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"Mustamaa" grey. Figure 16 also represents the rough approximate differences in dark 

Fe-rich content.

Fig.  16.  Rough  differences  in  colour  of  preconcentrates  and  Fe-content  can  be  

roughly estimated. (Photo: Kangas 2020)

Silicates  mentioned in  Table  5.  were  basically  small  grains  of  quartz  with  different 

colours or many times pure transparent form. Epidote and feldspar were also abundant 

in some samples and occured in very small grains as well. In the sample 213781 several 

large up to 500 μm perfectly shaped tourmaline crystals were found, with dark green or 

black colour. The current sample was taken near Rompas and it also included angular 

shaped Au graint. Garnets were also found in three separate samples. Scheelite should 

also be an indicator mineral, but during tight schedule of final concentration, it was not 

searched. In addition pyrite (FeS2) was found from five samples with clear cubic shape 

and  yellow  colour.  Also  weathered  pyrite  was  found,  but  it  was  much  harder  to 

recognize from already dark mass of magnetite and hematite.
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Table 5. Table showing the general mineralogy approximately recognized by eye, with  

pyrite and the number of Au grains.
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Fig. 17. Data entries from sample sites with gold grains, up to 2 grains. In backround 

the bedrock of the area. Notice that second uncoordinated "Mustamaa" sample with two  

Au grains is not coordinated to the map.
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Fig.  18.  Data  entries  correlated  to  surface  base  sediment  map  with  Au  grain  

discoveries. In  background  superficial  Quaternary  deposits.  Notice  that  second 

uncoordinated "Mustamaa" sample with two Au grains is not coordinated to the map.
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4. Speculations on the results

4.1 Factors that may affect the results

4.1.1 Sample grid and samples

As mentioned before, this research is part of ongoing exploration of Mawson Gold Ltd. 

including 83 HM samples, of which 20 samples were picked to this research. Sample 

grid is dense only in Rompas-Rajapalot area, and scarce regional samples were picked 

5-15 km apart. This factor directly means that possible anomalies in regional part of the 

samples are just a scratch of possible Au occurrences, and this research gives only a clue 

where anomalies might be found and set up in a bigger picture. The fact that so many of 

the samples are located directly and close by of the already known Rompas proscept is 

affecting the results directly, even though the amount of grains found from the prospect 

is much lower than anticipated and leaves questions. 

Samples and sampling are important part  of the research.  Directional guidelines are 

same for every person who is gathering the sample, but variance is possible in different 

stages of sampling. Depth, material and size of sample might vary when different people 

are  collecting  them.  Sample  size  in  the  research  was  quantified  as  5  litres  of  till, 

however, the samples weight vary from 6 kg to almost 9 kg. 5 l of till should weight 

according to Lundgren (2015) from 10 kg up to 15 kg per sample. So, it seems that all 

samples in  this  study were under the recommended 10-20 kg.  A little  bit  too small 

samples  and  the  large  variance  in  weight  affects  the  results  directly.  During  the 

concentration phase,  the first  notes  of weight  were rounded in 0.5 kg accuracy due 

misunderstanding which has also small effects on the final results. 

4.1.2 Concentrating, panning and microscoping

At  preconcentration  phase  with  Knelson device,  there  are  several  risk  factors  what 

might  affect  the  results  such  as:  technical  malfunction,  user  error  or  cross-

contamination. The Knelson device needs constant water pressure and electricity, which 

need to be in order for the samples to be concentrated properly. In one occasion, the 

pressure dropped during the feeding process, and it  disrupted and ruined the sample 
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almost entirely with large amount of the collected HM material  got in to the sewer. 

Feeding funnel can also choke with organic material like peat or moss that gets through 

2 mm sieve and it might ruin the sample as happened to the sample 221258. Feeding 

funnel choked up and water flooded from the rotating cone in to wrong direction up to 

the feeding end and sample burst all around with only some HM material were left. If 

more experienced user had concentrated these samples, this kind of misfortune events 

might  have  not  happened.  Possible  cross-contamination  of  samples  is  always  a 

possibility, so during this concentration in every 10 samples a clean sand was driven 

through the device for cleaning purposes.

Human  error  and  importance  of  user  experience  increases  during  micropanning  the 

sample into final concentrate.  Procedure is  very delicate and it  is  easy to ruin it  by 

washing away too much of the HM material and even the heavy but sometimes flaky Au 

grains. During this research, panning was practiced with random soil samples and later 

on one of the thesis samples to see the results. Risk of cross-contamination is high since 

the heavy Au grains might  get stuck for example in pan or sieve and get  mixed to 

another sample. After micropanning, the sample had the be moved to another floor to 

the microscope and this caused waving effect on the water and HM material to from 

wavemarks in the pan, it is possible this caused some of the Au grains to get buried 

under the Fe-mineral mass and were not found. In microscoping phase, same rules of 

experience  apply.  For  experienced  researcher,  it  is  much  easier  to  recognize  the 

morphology of Au grains or different minerals  through stereomicroscope.  Especially 

from small Au grains, it is difficult to recognize all characteristics and measure the size. 

It is also possible that if enough of the Fe-rich minerals is not washed away during the 

panning, the Au grains gets buried under the mass of magnetite and hematite. The final 

concentration phase and microscoping was done in tight schedule, and possibilities for 

further studies were not an option. To study the indicator minerals, geochemistry and Au 

grains in more detail  with wider spread of analyses would have given more details. 

Tight time schedule also might have caused some human errors on the way.
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 4.1.3 Previous research on the area

Area of reserach and west from Rompas-Rajapalot has very little of data from soil and 

geochemistry.  The  Nordkalott  program  (Bǿlviken  et  al.  1986)  and  the  regional 

geochemical study (Salminen 1995) does not have many samples from the research area 

or partially at all. In the area of research has no HM background values for Au, which 

makes difficult to correlate data. After finishing this research next studies have better 

background to compare Au grain results in this area.

4.2 Gold  in till samples

All and all from twenty HM samples from Rompas-Rajapalot prospect and surroundings 

were gathered, concentrated and the HM fraction was studied. Majority of the samples 

were focused on the Rompas-Rajapalot area with 11 data entries. Rest usable 8 samples 

were towards south and west from the Rompas-Rajapalot prospect.  If grid is  placed 

upon the "regional" samples which are not part of the Rompas-Rajapalot prospect, the 

distance between samples varies from 5 km up to 15 km apart.  This makes finding 

anomalies in this research much more improbable. When all 20 samples were  studied 

including the uncoordinated "Mustamaa" sample, 9 of the samples carried Au grains and 

only two of the samples carried two grains. This means that 11 of the samples were 

completely blank which indicates pretty poor yield for Au grains in the HM samples, or 

stages  of  research  (cf.  Lundgren  2015).  In  Suurkuusikko,  Kittilä  was  also  done 

geochemical research in known Au-occurence with HM method in use and the results 

were quite similar as in this research (cf. Peltoniemi-Taivalkoski & Sarala 2009).

4.2.1 Rompas-Rajapalot gold grains and approximate morphology

In  the  Rompas-Rajapalot  prospect  11  samples  were  collected,  and  from 5  samples 

registered an Au grains. In the samples 213781(Rompas), 220878 (Rompas) and 221175 

(Rajapalot) the grains were angular or almost cast form in their shape, but small from ~5 

or  less  micrometres  up  to  ~10  micrometres.  Without  more  detailed  analytics  for 

example, FE-SEM done to these grains, their morphology is very hard to determine, 

other  than  with  visual  inspection  via  normal  stereomicroscope.  Au  grain  from  the 
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sample  220878  was  photographed  (see  Fig.  15)  and  its  small  size  and  angular 

appearance  is  barely  visible  in  slightly  bad  quality  photo.  Both  of  the  grains  from 

Rompas were similarly angular and perhaps not completely cast form but very angular, 

and the Au grain of 213781 was so small that it was almost impossible to determine. A 

10 μm Au grain from Rajapalot however was completely cast  form with very sharp 

angles and without any folding or visible bending.  These grains are most likely close by 

with little or no transportation whatsoever. It is likely that the till where the samples 

were taken was local basal till.

In the samples 207779 (Rompas) and 221175 (Rajapalot) carried also one of Au grain 

each, with clearly rounded texture. Rounded egg-shaped grain from Rompas was the 

biggest A grain found from the entire research, up to 50 μm in lenght. The form of the 

grain indicates quite long travel distance, and implicates that the material it was taken 

from is not local basal till. The grain from Rajapalot had similar shape and form as the 

207779 Au grain, but was smaller approximately 10 μm in size. The roundness of the 

grains indicate long transportation distance, which suggests that the till may have not 

been local  in  the sampling sites,  being perhaps ablation till.  There still  needs  to  be 

enough Au grains and preferably studied with SEM to make concrete statements of the 

origins and transportation distance (McClenaghan & Cabri 2011). When there are so 

few nuggets which have been found and no HM method background values for Au to 

compare these finding, it is possible to only speculate different possibilities.

4.2.2 Regional gold nuggets and approximate morphology

After the cluster of samples in the Rompas-Rajapalot prospect it leaves only 9 samples 

left, which in 3 of them had  Au grains one or two. From the Mustamaa area in the  

sample 207419 was found one 30 μm sized very sharp and angular probably cast form 

Au grain. Somewhere near previous sample is most likey uncoordinated "Mustamaa" 

sample, with two 10 and 20 μm sized rounded grains, however, this should not be taken 

to  account,  since  accurate  coordinates  cannot  be set  for  this  mystery  sample.  More 

rounded grain represent some transportation from the source rock, and this can just as 

well be the background value of the gold as well.
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Most western samples  from Mellakoski  to Pakisvaara carried also Au grains.  In the 

Mellakoski sample 221206 with two really small less than 5 μm sized flat chips, which 

were very difficult to even see with stereomicroscope. A sample 221206 in Pakisvaara 

also revealed one very small, flat chip Au grain of approximately 5 μm or less. Both 

samples showed very little Au grains, and any kind of morphological interpretation was 

impossible. However, this suggests if not background values that there is possible other 

gold anomalies, or at least the metal is present in west from Rompas as well. 

Fig. 18. 20 μm rounded Au grain from Mustamaa sample. (Kangas 2020)

 

4.2.3 Mineralogy of the samples and correlation to gold

Mineralogy of the sample was only approximation and all  of the minerals were not 

recognized or even noted. Common to every sample was the abundance of magnetite, 

hematite and different siliceous minerals such as various different coloured quartz and 

feldspar.  Some of the samples  were also relevantly rich in epidote but  this  was not 
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specifically noted sample for sample. Different siliceous minerals quite well indicate the 

origin  of  the  glaciogenic  material  the  sample  has  been  dug  from.  Garnets  indicate 

possible metamorphosed micas, or epidotes greenschist facies material. Table 5 shows 

the basic mineralogical composition of HM concentrates. Tourmaline was abundant  in 

sample 213781  up to 0.5 mm grains, and the sample carried also small Au grain. 

As indicator minerals for Au, besides Au, pyrite was the only one clearly recognized and 

it was found from several samples. Only two samples correlated with pyrite and Au, 

however, in many occasions the oxidation level of the sample was evidently high since 

colour of the sample material appeared more brown and reddish than grey, and in that 

case the pyrite grains easily weather to dark and unrecognizable when staring at dark 

mass of magnetite and hematite. It is possible that some pyrite left unnoticed including 

possible  brown pyrrhotite  (  Fe(1-x)S) grains  which  during  study  of  samples  was  in 

question.

4.2.4 Correlation between data entry points and Au to the bedrock and soil

Rompas-Rajapalot area with most of the Au findings  has very complex geology (see 

Fig.  8).  To  correlate  samples  to  the  specific  bedrock  units  in  that  area  is  almost 

impossible without full  geochemical analysis  of the HM samples and data  from the 

bedrock. However, tourmaline can work as an indicator of its original hostrock with 

evidence  on  its  geochemistry  (Hinsberg  2011).  Tourmaline  crystals  in  the  sample 

216781 can indicate where the till from in that sample was transported from. Latest ice-

flow direction in current area from west bit towards south east (290o-270o). This ice-

flow has pushed the till towards east. According to superficial deposit data from GTK 

the whole Rompas area is classified as diamicton (till) and the sample colouring (see 

Table 3) is suggesting it to be possibly correlated to the Tervola till,  possibly to the 

Korttelivaara till member. Till is brownish grey colour as in Dr. Sarala's interpretation 

(2005d), and it suggests current unit to be melt-out, flow or waterlain till. Preliminary 

interpretation of surficial geology in Rumajärvi and Rajapalot also suggests (see Fig. 5) 

subglacial melt-out channels flowing next of the Rumajärvi and Rajapalot area (Sarala 

2014). The direction of subglacial melt-out channels and striation data from that area 

might be indicating that the melt-out system might also reach Rompas in northwest (see 
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Figure 19). Till being melt-out or waterlain could explain the lack of pyrites in the till 

samples due weathered state in the Rompas-Rajapalot area. If the tills have been under 

post-glacial ice-lake, it would also mean some segregation and washing, since there is 

also reported to be (Fig. 18) coarse grained sorted sediments from fine sand to gravel, in 

the western side of Rompas. If washing of the till has happened in data entry point, it is 

possible that the Au as in heavy mineral has fallen deeper into the sediment or washed 

away with finer silt  and clay.  Even minor washing and segregation of the till  could 

affect that result. 

Fig.  19.  Possibilities  on  the  interpretation  of  subglacial  and/or  post-glacial  water  

streams  and  washing  in  shaded  topographical  map. Interpretation  of  Rumajärvi-

Rajapalot by Sarala 2014. Map, striations and background GTK 2020.
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One explanation for the lack of abundant Au in the HM samples gathered from the 

Rompas area might be that the surficial till is at least partially melt-out or ablation till 

covering the basal till or the bedrock. In this case on exploration in mind, the till might 

not be good material for HM method compared to the close to bedrock basal till, since 

the  material  of  the  till  came from upper  parts  of  the  glacier  and the  transportation 

distance might be vast. On the other hand, the deposit is so rich in Au that some of the  

separated grain from weathered bedrock simply have to occur in surrounding till units, 

but  in  right  conditions  that  might  not  be  the  case.  Occurrence  of  Au grains  in  the 

Rompas area compared to this research regional samples it seems that in results do not 

vary too much. And it is also possible, that with these samples in exploration, and if the 

Rompas prospect would still be hidden, there would be no reason to suspect anomaly in 

the Rompas-Rajapalot area, the lack of more Au grains in the till do not suggest it.

When  looked  at  Figures  17  and  18  the  regional  samples  in  south  and  west  from 

Rompas-Rajapalot, there are only 3 samples with Au grain or two in them and also the 

mystery  sample from the Mustamaa area  with 2 rounded Au grains.  Those  few Au 

grains in the samples do not indicate to anomalous mineralization. In the Mustamaa 

which is part of Martimo and Väystäjä Formation and in south of it is the Jouttiaapa 

volcanic unit. Mica schist and the black schists have layers of carbon and pyrite as well 

(Perttunen & Hanski 2003). In the sample 207419 is found pyrites and also sharp angled 

Au grain with low transportation. This might suggest that in these layers between schists 

there are also Au in some extent with the pyrite but no concrete evidence of this has 

been suggested or can be revealed by this research. In the Mellaskoski sample there was 

two  really  small  Au-nuggets,  but  their  morphology  was  undistinctible with 

stereomicroscope. West from Mellakoski there is mafic volcanic unit according to GTK 

Maankamara data  (www.maankamara.fi)  which might explain the Au presence as in 

background  value,  or  in  the  other  hand the  Martimo  group quartzites  might  be  the 

reason for it. However the Au grains were so small that it is no many parts per billion in 

the whole sample considered.  The last really small Au grain is from near Pakisvaara in 

north  west,  which  is  compeletely  part  of  the  CLGC  and  most  likely  is  part  of 

background values of Au in that area. 
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5. Conclusions

There were 20 samples gathered from the Rompas-Rajapalot and regional area from 

south and west of the known deposit, and only 9 samples reveal one or two Au grains. 

The  shear  scarcity  and  low  amount  of  Au  grains  suggests  that  the  past  glacial 

environment might not be ideal for the HM method, or at least with used practice with 1 

metre depth of samples. This conclusion features the samples gathered from known the 

Au occurrence at Rompas-Rajapalot prospect, where in the weathered bedrock can be 

found abundant, even visible for an eye Au grains. In other areas, Au grain count values 

might just be part of the background value of the areas and in this case, anomalies could 

not be considered to appear in the research data.

To speculate further the Rompas-Rajapalot area where gold is abundant in the bedrock, 

it is strange that the values of Au in till are so low. Au is present in the HM fraction, but 

not nearly as high values as it could be. Most probable explanation is that the till has 

been washed, or it is melt-out till which then indicates that the material of the till is not 

completely local, or it has been washed and segregated during Holosenic ice lake stages 

to some extent, and the Au grains are not present as abundant any longer as once were. 

Melt-out water and streams might as well explain why there is also rounded Au grains to 

be  found.  To get  into  detail  of  this  low values  in  Au it  would be recommended to 

research the local Quaternary formations and tills more thoroughly around the Rompas-

Rajapalot area, to get better understanding of the glacial and post-glacial events that 

took place. Due to better understanding and data of the Quaternary events in the area it 

would be much easier to explain the low quantities of Au in the till. Research of the area 

could be suited for whole another thesis, if soil sampling and geochemical study would 

extend further.

In the regional samples some Au were found, but the amount of it was so low, that it has  

no merit for recommending to more through research. From Mustamaa there was on two 

samples with Au in them, in small quantities. Area otherwise is also interesting, with 

graywackes  having  interlayers  of  carbon  and  pyrite.  To  investigate  the  geological 

borderline  from  Mustamaa  towards  south  to  Jouttiaapa/Santalampi  and  Kvartismaa 

Formations, it might be useful and gather more geochemical and HM samples from till 
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on that area and it could give us more results. Towards west from Rompas-Rajapalot, 

more samples needs to be studied to get any kind of mapping from the possible Au-

occurrence  in  that  area.  Western  part  is  strongly  affected  by  the  CLGC,  and likely 

results for the Au-occurrence in two samples are explained as a background grade value 

of Au.

There  is  also  possibility  that  in  the  sampling  or  proceeding  with  the  HM method, 

something has gone wrong so the gold is most parts missing. However, this factor is 

unlikely  due  good  instructions  from literature  and  from Dr.  Sarala  and  Mr.  Hannu 

Ahola, who have vast and thorough experience in successful use of HM method in Au 

exploration. The only major question in the sampling phase is that the sample size and 

weight do not correlate with research done elsewhere. This means that the sample sizes 

have been under 5 l with variance. When compared 5 l = 6.3-8.7 kg samples from this 

research to the Lundgren’s (2015) Karasjoki research samples, where 5 l = 10-15 kg. 

The difference of these two studys are remarkable. It is much more likely to find two Au 

grains or more from sample size of 14 kg compared to 7 kg.  Basically,  the smaller 

sample size makes comparing these researches to each other more difficult and it affects 

ultimately in the yield of heavy minerals and smaller anomalies or traces might not be 

visible in for example 6 kg sample compared to 12 kg sample. Ofcourse when strong 

anomaly of Au has been located by using the HM method with tens to hundreds Au 

grains, the anomalous results are also visible in smaller sample size. Also, the till itself 

might vary in its nominal weight, but these numbers do not correlate, so it is safe to 

assume that sample size varied under perhaps from 2.5 l up to 5 l in volume.  To get 

more accurate and better results, sample size should be at least 5 litres and if possible, 

even bigger.

In the phase of concentrating and studying the results, many mistakes can happen and to 

avoid that it  is preferred to have experienced user. This ultimately affect the results, 

since micropanning as very delicate mean of final concentration and microscoping the 

sample, it is possible to miss or loose Au grain in the process which then are not evident 

in research. In this research, many of the samples were micropanned and microscoped 

twice to make sure no Au got lost. There are possible alternate solutions also to study 

HM concentrates geochemistry and to that end get better results from the process. Use 
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of XFR equipment for instance to the Knelson concentrate or to the final concentrate 

could be useful, to get better understanding of geochemical composition of it. In this 

study, main goal was to find Au, and further investigation and indicators were left with 

less attention. With more accurate and detailed research of the HM samples, better and 

more wider information is possible to achieve, which then helps in analysing the data 

further for more conclusive results.

To take the research of the HM method and Au-exploration further, the study of the soil 

is  important.  Slightly  vague  data  from  whole  research  area  and  the  knowledge  of 

different formations and till morphology should be improved, and more research should 

be  done.  The  understanding  of  till  units  should  be  better  and  detailed,  so  that  the 

samples would represent  the preferred basal  till.  To that  end,  if  the basal  till  is  not 

accessible with shovel, a more excessive methods of sampling should be used, such as 

drill  samples  from  the  till  beds  and  excavator  dug  pits  should  be  taken  under 

consideration. Like almost everywhere in Finland, in Tervola - Ylitornio region there are 

multiple  already dug pits  in the terrain for  land use purposes,  which can reveal  till 

stratigraphy and morphology and are also useable for HM sampling to get deeper than 

the  surficial  till  if  the  material  is  glaciofluvial  or  fluvial  and  segregated  material. 

Especially, if the data entry points have melt-out till as primary surficial till and basal 

till is unaccessible by shovel, an alternate point of sampling should be considered.
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